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Abstract. Topics in education are changing with an ever faster pace. E-Learning resources tend to be more and more decentralised. Users need increasingly to be able to use the resources of the web. For this, they should have tools for finding and organizing information in a decentral way. In this, paper, we show how an ontology-based tool suite allows to make the most of the resources available on the web.

1 Introduction

In later years, mobile technology and internet access have improved in such a way that it has become realizable to have resources stored remotely. In the E-Learning domain, the use of notebooks or mobile devices implies a new way of managing resources. The goal is, therefore, to make the best possible of the resources of the network. [16] predicts the role of mobile devices in education and argues that E-Learning has to be seen as a part of the general framework of knowledge management. To achieve this, it is important to integrate the technologies of these two domains.

Among the current knowledge management techniques, ontologies play a greater role than ever. Current research on ontologies has shown that they facilitate the retrieval, interaction and management of resources, for some examples see [20] or [10]. In the E-learning domain, standard schemas have been developed to help describe learning objects\(^1\). Although these developments are a good start, there is a need for a more comprehensive approach which integrates the content, structure and evolution of the learning material. We show here how ontologies help finding and organizing distributed courseware resources by offering a common framework for the retrieval and organization of courseware material. We illustrate this with a scenario.

In the first section we briefly expose the role of ontologies for E-Learning. The following section will present a scenario displaying how a courseware watch tool will be used. This will lead us to an overall presentation of the integrated architecture of our courseware watchdog. In the four subsequent sections we will address the specific modules of the courseware watchdog and how they address the problem. Finally we will sum up our results and hint at further research goals.

2 Semantic Web and E-Learning

On a personal computer, it is possible to organize one’s resources according to one’s need. In the case of remote resources, it is not possible anymore, since their storage is not under the control of the user. Through the use of hypertext, it is possible to link to remote material

\(^1\) For more information on these standards, please see http://ltsc.ieee.org/index.htm.
and retrieve it when needed. However, the particular problem of finding and organizing this remote material is crucial, if one to make the most of remote material. Since forcing the storage position is neither possible nor desirable, the only remaining alternative is querying. But, no matter how good the indexing mechanism of search engine are, it is not possible to retrieve learning material in the web using only keyword queries. Solving this issue requires to be able to query semantically for resources.

[2] show that standards like LOM or Dublin Core are getting importance. They provide increased information on the learning material that is to be found in the web. However, their simple structure prohibits their use for modeling more complex knowledge. [19] explains how Semantic Web technologies based on ontologies can improve different aspects of the management of E-Learning resources. Indeed, ontologies are a means of specifying the concepts and their relationships in a particular domain of interest. Web Ontology languages, like OWL, are specially designed to facilitate the sharing of knowledge between actors [18] in a distributed environment. We wish to emphasize here on diverse advantages.

From the modelling point of view ontology languages are not only able to integrate LOM and Dublin Core metadata, but also allow for the extension of the description of the learning objects with non standard metadata, thus giving users and groups of users more flexibility when sharing resources.

Ontologies were also successfully used for integrating resources in heterogenous repository networks as well as in multiple applications: annotation, content browsing, content structuration.

Research in the E-Learning domain shows that standardisation is needed, but we think these should be integrated in common framework, which we illustrate with a scenario and the description of our courseware watchdog.

3 Scenario and User Requirements

To illustrate the ultimate goal and purpose of our tool, we will describe in this section a scenario. It will show the different tasks that need to be addressed when trying to find and organize courseware material.

3.1 A Professor Preparing his Lectures

Professor Meyer is a university professor at a German university in the domain of computer science. He is in charge of some courses every semester. His main field of activities are: Data Mining and Knowledge Management. Since these fields of studies evolve very rapidly he has to be aware of the latest evolution of these domains.

At the beginning of the semester break, Professor Meyer prepares the two lectures and two seminars which he will give during the next semester. He already has material from previous lectures but he feels that there is still room for improvement in the different lectures.

These different courses are:

- “Introduction to Computer Science” designed for freshmen
- a “Knowledge Discovery” lecture for more advanced students.
- a seminar on “Knowledge Management”
- a seminar on peer-to-peer and web services.

---

2 See http://www.imsglobal.org/metadata/ and RDF(S) LOM Binding.
3 For the purpose of the following scenario, the simple case of an ontology integrating LOM, Dublin Core and the ACM taxonomy should be sufficient.
4 See for instance the efforts of the Learning Technology Standard Committee.
Professor Meyer expects to find a lot of material accessible on the web for the first lecture and he already has some scripts which are more or less ready to be used. He has already annotated part of the material with educational markup using the LOM and Dublin Core standards, and using for the domain of computer science the well known ACM taxonomy.

**Browsing Model and Content:** Professor Meyer starts his tool for finding and managing remote resources. He planned the construction of the two courses in the following way: first, he needs to have an overview to plan what the different lectures should contain. He looks for an ontology on the different domains of his lectures. These ontologies contain both the most important concepts and instances of the domain.

Furthermore, he might be sharing the ontology with colleagues or reusing on the respective domain, he retrieved from a pool of existing ontologies. Therefore, he needs first to familiarize himself with its content and the meaning of the diverse concepts and relations. Because most user disagree on certain aspects of the modeling.

Of course, he can also access usual documents (HTML pages or PDF files through the use of the interface). This allows him to control the documents not by their position but rather by their conceptual representation as long as the relevant parts are represented in the ontology model.

**Finding Relevant Material** He now wants to find new material. For this, there are different approaches: either look for it in the world wide web or use structures that provides semantic metadata about learning material. We suppose, he has tools for this ready. Both tools use an ontology, which will in the end improve the interaction with the learning material.

He loads the two given ontologies which were stored in Professor Meyer’s ontology registries as ‘LOM + Computer Science’.

**Querying a Network of Semantically Annotated Material:** Suppose our professor has access to an Edutella\(^5\) network [17]. Edutella is a peer-to-peer framework, where the different peers provide semantically annotated metadata on learning material. It also allows for the integration of web services to gain access to material offered by libraries or similar repositories, see for example [1].

In order to find new relevant material, Professor Meyer first needs to define a query using an Edutella query interface\(^6\). So Professor Meyer looks for a lecture on the topics “Algorithmics” or “Knowledge Discovery”. Using the query interface, he defines a query:

look for a “Lecture” which “hasTopic”\(^7\) “Algorithmics” or which “hasTopic” “Knowledge Discovery” and retrieve also for each match the values of properties “dc:title” and “dc:author”

He sends the query to the network and gets an answer. He can then browse the lectures having as topic “Algorithmics” or “Knowledge Discovery”. He can then send more queries to the Edutella network to get more information about the specific lectures or authors that are of interest to him.

---

\(^5\) In this scenario we will take edutella as a prototypical distributed network of semantically (basically LOM + Dublin Core +...]) annotated learning material. Another example could have been POOL, see [9].

\(^6\) there exists already different edutella query interfaces such as Conzilla, or the one integrated in the courseware watchdog in this paper

\(^7\) this has been simplified for sake of simplicity. But the interfaces allow to do this in a very simple ways
Finding Learning Material on the Web: Professor Meyer knows some internet website for the topics that are of interest to him. He is quite certain some interesting material would be accessible there, had he only the time to browse the sites.

The courseware watchdog assists him with a focused crawler which follows the links starting from his start pages, and retrieves relevant material. To describe his topic of interest, prof. Meyer uses an ontology. Using the browsing interface of the ontology, he can select the topics and elements he is most interested in.

He decides to send two crawlers to search new material on Knowledge Management and Peer-to-Peer. For this, he selects the corresponding concepts as well as other concepts that seem to be relevant in both domains. Then he sends the focused crawlers by giving them start pages: for example homepages of the European projects Ontoweb and SWAP. The crawler will follow the links of the web until it finds web documents with enough elements corresponding to its query. The crawler uses the ontology for guiding the search by expanding the query through diverse ontological means. The retrieved results can finally be browsed by using the same ontology.

Cluster the Documents: Professor Meyer now wishes to organize the documents he has retrieved. Ideally, he wants to group similar documents together and structure the documents according to certain criteria. For this, he uses the Subjective Clustering mechanism which allows him to cluster the documents using their conceptual similarities. By choosing an ontology specific to the domain of interest, he will be able to cluster related documents closely together since it will make use of the conceptual information coded into the ontology to perform better than common clustering techniques.

Moreover, it is important for him to be able to understand the clusters, for this he needs special visualizations techniques, which allow him to understand why the documents have been grouped together.

Evolution: Professor Meyer wants to be aware of the evolution of the vocabulary of his field and be able to augment his ontology of the domain. For this, he can use tools to find frequent terms out of a corpus of documents. These terms can be either single terms or multiword terms (for example: “knowledge discovery”, or “computer science”). By having a look at the frequent terms he should be able to find out new techniques or methods which might be of interest to him. If he decides that some terms interest him, he will be able to integrate them into the ontology.

3.2 User Requirements

From the preceding scenario, one can extract the diverse tasks that need to be supported by a courseware watchdog. These can be summed up in the following list.

- understanding the ontology and browse the content
- querying semantically annotated resources repositories
- retrieving relevant material through crawling
- organizing the documents according to the ontology
- updating the ontology and knowledge base according to current data

Since ontologies can be used in all these tasks to improve user interaction, find or structure the data, it is desirable to integrate them in a common framework.

It should be noted that the two retrieval approaches: querying repositories and retrieving elements through crawling can be considered as complementary. While one is working on metadata described in a specific semantic model, the other tries to use the resource and its
The components of the Courseware Watchdog.

relation to a semantical model to select it. In both cases, the interaction with the model is necessary.

The use of the semantic model makes it then simple to use a conceptual browsing material to interact with the diverse tools make use of the browsing interface to start the retrieval, or to visualize the results. This will allow the use of one ontology and therefore a specific semantic for two different kind of queries.

Moreover, the scenario shows that these five tasks are not completely independent. Not only do they all share the ontology of the domain, but they also share their results. Indeed, the results of a search\(^8\) can be browsed or clustered, or either new concepts and instances can be extracted from the documents. The information about these documents will then be stored in the knowledge base and the user does not have to know the position of the specific resources.

If the resources are integrated into the ontology, they can be then manipulated semantically. And the metadata attached to them can be reused for other needs, thus reducing the modelling parts. In the rest of this article, we will describe our courseware watchdog framework, starting with a general description of the framework, before considering each module independently.

4 Courseware Watchdog

The courseware watchdog described in this paper addresses the preceding requirements by using a comprehensive approach which exploits concepts from the Semantic Web, such as ontologies, in an E-Learning scenario \([19]\). It is part of the PADLR framework (Personalized Access to Distributed Learning Repositories) that builds upon a peer-to-peer approach for supporting personalized access to learning material.\(^9\)

When developing the Courseware Watchdog, we aimed at addressing the different problems made apparent by the previous scenario. The tasks to be solved are addressed by different

\(^8\) Which could be performed in the edutella or network in the web

\(^9\) http://www.learninglab.de/pdf/L3S_padlr_17.pdf
modules. One important goal was to use a single semantic model for the different tools. We tried to integrate the different tools together. We show that their combination offers the user a single simple tool for tasks depending on each other. The Courseware Watchdog consists of the following components (see Figure 1):

- **Visualization and intelligent browsing** allows the browsing of the model and knowledge base in order to improve the interaction between the user and the content.
- A **focused crawler** will find related web sites and documents that match the user’s interests. The crawl can be focused by checking new documents against the user’s preferences as specified in terms of an ontology.
- Integration into the **Edutella framework** enables to query for metadata on learning objects with an expressive query language.
- As different users may have different points of view, **subjective clustering techniques** are used to generate subjective views onto the documents.
- In order to reflect changes and trends within the field of interest, ontology learning methods will be employed to facilitate **ontology evolution**.

All the modules mentioned are built on top of an ontology framework named KAON. For more details on the ontology model, as well as on the KAON API we refer to [7], or to the KAON Developer documentation. However, it should be noted that more integration issues have been addressed.

Integration in the courseware watchdog is done at different levels:

- at the semantic level - through ontologies
- at the web structure level - the structure of the graph of web document is stored in an ontology
- at the structure level of the corpus - the different algorithm for the clustering and ontology evolution use the same corpus model

This common integration model allows to use both the browsing and the querying of the resources available or discovered. Or it allows the interaction with the results of algorithm. For instance, it is then possible to use the clustering results as input to the ontology evolution.

### 5 Browsing of Watchdog Data

As shown in the scenario, the interaction of the user with the ontology is crucial for all ontology-based tools. In the courseware watchdog, this is done using the browsing component. By displaying specific hierarchies as lattices, it gives the user simple entry points on the data accessible.

Formal Concept Analysis [8, 21] is a conceptual clustering technique which allows the display of hierarchies of concepts. The courseware watchdog follows a recent implementation a Conceptual Email Management system (CEM) which supports exactly this navigation in collections of emails [6]. When applied to learning material, the multiple inheritance within this hierarchy provides a rich conceptual landscape for navigating and retrieving the educational media.

Through Formal Concept Analysis, it is possible to display multiple inheritance as well as multiple instantiation in a very easy way, and permits also diverse views on data. For example, 2 displays the hierarchy of subconcepts of “algorithm”. One can see that there are instances of “sorting algorithms” which are also “recursive” and “parallel” in the current

---


11 For example, it displays the concept hierarchies or topic hierarchies.
knowledge base associated with the ontology. Through the relational browsing (i.e.: simple technique allowing to jump from the display of an instance or concept to another instance or concept by following the relation they have) it is possible to navigate through the relation of the ontologies, and then display different kinds of hierarchies according to one’s needs. By clicking on the concept “String matching algorithms”, you will be able to find its instances, for example “Boyer-Moore” algorithm, find the lectures which refer this algorithm, by following the relation “isReferedBy” of the instance “Boyer-Moore” (selected in the right panel of 2.).

As generic way of interacting with the ontology, this component plays a central role in the courseware watchdog, since it allows, additionally to the browsing, the querying or selection of entities which can be then used in the crawling, clustering or evolution process.

6 Focused Crawler and Edutella

In this section, we will describe the two retrieval components which allow the user to find material according to his interest. In both cases, the ontology browsing can be used to define the elements that should be looked for. Thereby the focused crawler is able to look for material in the web without prior annotation\(^\text{12}\), whereas the edutella approach presupposes that the learning objects are semantically annotated.

6.1 Focused Crawler

A web crawler is a program that collects data from the web automatically by following links extracted from web documents. Thus, a portion of the web is traversed in a breadth-first manner, usually without regarding the relevance of the collected documents with respect to the user’s needs. In order to restrict the traversal to material relevant to the user, the crawling

\(^{12}\) But it is also able to cope with annotated material
process can be \textit{focused}\textsuperscript{13}. Focusing in this context means preferring those links in the crawling process that appear to be pointing to relevant documents.

Our focused crawler \cite{14} is an ontology-based focused crawler embedded in the KAON environment for ontology-based tools. With it, the user can specify topics of interest in terms of an ontology. The user’s preferences, i.e. entities in the ontology, and the ontology itself are then used to compute the relevance of documents and hyperlinks. After simple linguistic preprocessing (HTML tag removal, stemming etc.), lexical entries of the ontology are matched against the text, and a relevance score is computed.

The structure of the ontology allows determining a useful measure of relevance, even if no exact match can be found. Several relevance measures can be used, which compared favourably against breadth-first search or simple keyword-based measures.

For example a user can indicate that he is interested in the topic of “Machine Learning Algorithm”. When searching for “Machine Learning Algorithm”, the focused crawler may for instance come along the web pages of a course on “Knowledge Discovery”. The crawler will then update the ontology, and will return the page with a certain score.

Of course, there is a need in the end to use and understand the results of the crawling. For this, two different approaches can be used. First of all, the results of the crawling are put into an ontology-driven corpus model. This ontology can be used to interact with the user.

6.2 Integrating the Edutella Peer–to–Peer Network

The courseware watchdog includes the possibility to access the Edutella peer-to-peer network. Peer-to-peer (P2P) networks are decentralised networks, which allow for publishing and searching resources based on direct collaboration between its nodes.

The Edutella network applies the P2P paradigm to the exchange of structured information about available learning resources.\textsuperscript{14} A common data model facilitates the integration of data sources such as relational database systems or XML and RDF repositories. Thus, all of these can act as Edutella peers.

For instance, our lecturer may query Edutella. He will then be able to locate relevant material on the P2P network which has been provided by other Edutella users. This way, he may for instance come across further lectures and tutorials about the topics he is interested in.

In the courseware watchdog, the Edutella module has two functionalities. First, it can serve as a provider in the network. That is, it can propose diverse ontologies or metadata repositories. Thus, a professor can offer his courses online.

Second, the user can send queries to the Edutella network which he has previously defined by using the ontology browsing interface. The user does not need to know the Edutella query language to refine queries. He has a repository of template queries which he can adapt to his own need by simply selecting the concept, property or instance in the ontology which fits his need and replace the free suitable variable of the query (cf Figure 3) by the URI of the resource. This, of course makes it a lot easier to use for simple users, who surely would not want to learn any query language.

Of course, because of the integration of the whole in a common data model it is possible to visualize the results using the browsing interface.

7 Subjective Clustering

As shown in the scenario, a lecturer has access to a lot of course material which he needs to organize (For example, lectures he retrieved through the focused crawler or Edutella). Of

\textsuperscript{13} There are in the literature other focused crawler, see for example \cite{3}.

\textsuperscript{14} http://edutella.jxta.org
course he wants to group together documents according to their topics and similarities [12]. Because users typically do not want to exactly specify their complete profile and because users’ profiles tend to change rather often (which is a major problem for recommender systems), we want to provide to the user views onto existing educational media. Conventional clustering techniques provide a first answer for this purpose.

Typically, however, clustering is used to give a single, “optimal” view on (learning) components. This is not suitable to account for the plurality of views that exist when looking at educational media. We have recently developed clustering mechanisms that allow to provide subjective views onto documents collections [11], which are based on an underlying ontology.

For instance, one view may concentrate on differences and similarities of the content of learning material, while another view may concentrate on its presentation form, or on the levels of skills and experiences needed. The lecturer can then use the first view to select the material which addresses the topics which are most relevant to his planned course. He might then use the second view in order to see how the material is distributed over different types of material like presentation slides, exercise sheets, or online demonstrations.

Following [13], we display the distribution of the most relevant terms of the diverse clusters through the use of a lattice displaying the diverse combinations of terms occurring in the clusters. This combination of the browsing and the clustering results helps the user to understand better the results of the clustering process and select in a simple way the lectures which interest him.

This allows a very simple interaction with clustering results and achieves the goal of helping the user in organizing his learning material. For example, Figure 4 shows how the user having selected two documents, he can relate them to the concept “Decision Tree algorithm” through the relation “topicOf”. In the context of the managing of resources, he will then have the possibility to keep only the metadata of the documents that has clustered.
8 Ontology Evolution

The courseware watchdog as presented in this paper so far builds heavily on a proper ontology that reflects what the user is interested in. However, over time such interests will invariably change together with the teaching/learning subject itself. Therefore, the ontology and the topics represented therein need to be updated. One must deal with several requirements incorporated in such updates:

*Modifying the ontology:* The ontology must remain consistent at all time we use the evolution functionalities of the KAON API, which insure that changes to the ontology will not corrupt it.

*Introducing new concepts:* The first requirement is about (i) recognizing that a new concept (e.g. a new topic) has appeared in the course material available in the network or on the Web, (ii) inserting this concept into the right place of the taxonomy, and (iii) linking it via further relations to other concepts.

We use methods in [15] to find relevant concepts. Moreover, we are working on techniques to create ontologies semi-automatically. These will couple current hierarchy building techniques as we presented in [4] and [5] with the courseware conceptual browsing.

For instance, Web Services are today an emerging topic, and will probably have to be included in future courses on the Semantic Web. Hence ‘Web Services’ will be recognized as a term that denotes a new concept, since it occurs frequently in documents on the Semantic Web. It can be inserted into the concept hierarchy (e.g. as a subarea of computer science). It also must be related to other disciplines (e.g. to business process modeling and E-Business). For this, we use again the display of the browsing interface, where the user can select the place to insert the concept or instance. Then he can relate the new instances or concepts to other concepts or instances.

Although the difficult problem of ontology learning is not solved, we offer a tool that gives the user possibility to adapt his ontology and instance base according to the interesting concepts or instances found in the documents.
9 Conclusion

The courseware watchdog is a comprehensive approach for supporting the learning needs of individuals in fast changing working environments, and for lecturers who frequently have to prepare new courses about upcoming topics.

As shown in the paper, the courseware watchdog addresses the different needs of teachers and students to organize their learning material. It integrates, on the one hand, the Semantic Web vision by using ontologies and a peer-to-peer network of semantically annotated learning material. On the other hand, it addresses the important problems of finding and organizing material using semantical information. Finally, it offers primitive solutions to the problem of evolving ontologies.

The components of the courseware watchdog need further improvement. For instance, focused crawling has to be improved by offering further measures for computing the relevance of documents based on the ontologies and available metadata, and ontology evolution needs further techniques for better reflecting changes in the underlying learning material, such as concept drift detection.

The courseware watchdog indicates how a Semantic Web based approach is better able to meet the retrieval and management of remote resources, by providing tools for discovering and organizing these.
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